Title: Elliott 245 – Chemistry Research Lab Renovation- Corridor Work

Location: Elliot Building Corridor 200B

Description: Installation of hangers and piping on the north side of corridor has been scheduled in Elliot Building Corridor 200B as part of the renovation of ELL 245. Noise and some building vibration can be expected during the hammer drilling portion of the work.

Please respect directions of safety officers during this activity.

We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause.

Time frame: August 19th afternoon – install poly hoarding
August 20th from 6:00 am to 8:30 am noisy and vibratory work- hoarding to be removed at completion of work
August 23rd to August 30th – quiet work in corridor delineated by caution tape

FMGT contact: Kim Frechette, Project Manager

Email address: kfrechette@uvic.ca

Phone: 250-516-2922